PEXMT-04 3D2N MELAKA HERITAGE & HOSPITALITY
Ex KL City Hotel

Day 01 MELAKA - Pick up at your hotel at 0900hrs and depart for Melaka approximately 2hrs drive with en-route visit to Sri Menanti
Royal Museum, It is an amazing experience which not many tourist have the chance to see. It served as a palace for the Royal family of
Negeri Seremban and is located in the Royal town of Negeri Seremban, just off Seremban.It is black in colour, intricate with beautiful
flowers motif. This 5 stories wooden palace is built with wooden pegs, using no nails or screws. It has 99 solids timber pillars, standing
65 feet tall and furnished with matching furniture and bed chambers. Other royal belonging like costumes and documents of the royal of
linage is also available. Check in upon arrival and free time to discover Melaka on foot on your own. Founded in 1400, the Sultanate of
Melaka was once the greatest and most powerful empire and seaport in South East Asia. For hundreds of years, the Portuguese, Dutch
and British successively established supremacy over the wealth of Malacca's silk and spice trade. This rich heritage is evident in the
unique mix of architectural styles. Visit the street of Harmony where you see the oldest Chinese temple, mosque and Hindu Temple in
Malaysia, the Dutch Stadhuys and Porta de Santiago. Walk through the ruins of St Paul's Church where St Francis Xavier was once
buried. Melaka is also one of the birthplaces of the culture of the 'Babas' - a mix of Chinese and Malay cultures uniquely its own.
Overnight (-/-/-)

Day 02 MELAKA - Today will be a day for leisurely ride on a bicycle through the less "touristy" part of Melaka. See lush paddy fields and
maybe even do a spot of rubber tapping. Feel what it is like to be in a "kampong". Interact with the hospitality of the locals sans the
hype of glossy tourism brochures. The entire tour expected to last about three hours and in a loop that stretches some twenty
kilometers mostly off-road. The trail has been carefully chosen to suit the ability of almost everyone. Pickp up at 0830hrs from your
hotel. Overnight (ABF/-/-)

Day 03 MELAKA / KUALA LUMPUR - Check out and transfer back to Kuala Lumpur. (ABF/-/-)
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